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ABSTRACT
Software validation is an important activity in order test whether the correct software has been developed.
Several testing techniques have been developed, and one of these is model based testing (MBT). The main
purpose of Model based testing is to test a software product from a user's point of view. Hence, usage models
are designed and then test cases are developed from the models. The development of test cases from the usage
model can be made automatically by using a tool. In order to increase the efficiency of the test phase, software
tools are important. This paper presents a tool for model based testing called MaTeLo. The tool is developed in
a joint European project with six industrial partners and two university partners.
As the major outcome of a European project, MaTeLo is a test tool based on the Markov Chain model. This
project is used to investigate specification languages for various industries, specifications simulation methods
and associated tools. MaTeLo provides an automatic generator which generates test cases based on a Markov
Chain usage model and statistical testing methods. MaTeLo supports test execution in heterogeneous
environments. In addition, it also provides users with test results analysis and quality reports generation. The
tool use model-based metrics to accurately evaluate software reliability and performance throughout the
development process. This project integrates the testing tools in real development environments for industrial
validation.
- MaTeLo offers a graphical way to formalize the requirements test specification based on a usage model that
makes the links between Doors, TestStand.
- MaTeLo generates automatically different kind of TestStand test sequences and systematically improves the
SUT reliability; reduce the testing cost and duration
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I. INTRODUCTION
One main purpose of the testing phase is to
evaluate the quality of a software product. An
important quality attribute is reliability, which is
defined as failure-free operation during a specified
time period. The goal of testing is failure detection,
observable differences between the behaviours of
implementation and what is expected on the basis of
the specification. Testing has a predominant role
when developing software.
Generally it is classified in two ways

testing. Manual testing also includes exploratory
testing as testers explore the software to identify
errors in it [1].
Automation testing
Automation testing which is also known
as test automation is when the tester writes scripts
and uses different software to test the product [2].
This process involves automation of a manual
process. Automation testing is used to re-run the test
scenarios that were performed manually, quickly and
repeatedly.

Manual testing
This type includes the testing of the
Software manually i.e. without using any automated
tool or any script. In this type the tester takes over the
role of an end user and test the Software to identify
any un-expected behaviour or bug. There are different
stages for manual testing like unit testing, Integration
testing, System testing and User Acceptance testing
[1]. Testers use test plan, test cases or test scenarios
to test the Software to ensure the completeness of
www.ijera.com
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scenarios from the analysis phase are seldom used to
create concrete system test cases [7].

Test Script

Test
Execution

Test
Automation
Fig1: Overview of Automation Testing

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
As per Sandeep et al. [5] manual testing is a
very costly and time consuming process. This type
includes the testing of the Software manually i.e.
without using any automated tool or any script. In this
type the tester takes over the role of an end user and
test the Software to identify any un-expected
behaviour or bug. In order to reduce this cost and
increase reliability, model based testing approach is
used. Model Based Testing (MBT) is a process of
generating test cases and evaluating test results based
on the design and analysis models. MBT lies in
between specification and code based testing [5].
Hence it is also known as Gray-Box testing approach.
A wide range of models like UML, State charts, Data
flow diagrams, Control flow diagrams etc. have been
used in MBT [5].
Nirpal et al have mentioned that Genetic
Algorithm starts with a set of first generation
individuals, which are then grouped at random from
the problem area. The algorithms are generated to
execute a series of executions that transforms the
present generation into a new and filter generation
[6]. Each individual in each generation is evaluated
with a fitness function. Based on this evaluation the
individual may approach the optimal solution to
generate the test cases for the product [6]
Martin Glinz et al. [7] have mentioned that
scenarios (Use cases) are used to describe the
functionality and behaviour of a (software) system in
a user-cantered perspective. A Sequence diagram
represents interaction between different process and
the order in which they interact. These interactions
are arranged in time sequence, and represent the
objects and classes that are involved in the scenario.
The messages that are required to carry out the
functionality between object are also depicted with
the help of sequence diagram, as scenarios form a
kind of abstract level test cases for the system under
development, the idea to use them to derive test cases
for the system test is quite intriguing. Yet in practice
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III. MODEL BASED TESTING
Model-Based Testing is the application of
Model-Based Design for software testing; this
concept has been adopted by many companies and
integrated into both hardware and software systems
testing. The process typically consumes functional
requirements as inputs, and produces test cases. The
test cases generation is done according to a model
describing the required behavior of the system. The
testing effort is made by test engineers during the
design of the usage model [4]. The effectiveness of
Model-Based Testing is highly increased with
automation, i.e. the capacity to automatically
translate test cases into executable test material.
The model based testing process begins with
requirements [4]. A model for user behavior is built
from requirements for the system. Those building the
model need to develop an understanding of the
system under test and of the characteristics of the
users, the inputs and output of each user, the
conditions under which an input can be applied; etc

Fig2: Overall Architecture of Model Based
Framework
The model is used to generate test cases,
typically in an automated fashion. The specification
of test cases should include expected outputs. The
model can generate some information on outputs,
such as the expected state of the system. Other
information on expected outputs may come from
somewhere else, such as a test oracle [4]. The system
is run against the generated tests and the outputs are
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compared with the expected outputs. Here, too,
automation is extremely useful. The failures are used
to identify bugs in the system. The test data is also
used to make decisions, for example, on whether
testing should be terminated and the system released.

IV. MaTeLo MODEL
Model can be used to represent the desired
behavior of the System under Test (SUT). MaTelo is
more independent of development technologies and it
can be integrated ideally with the most frequently
applied methodologies and processes [8]. MaTelo
uses Markov Chains to describe the test model of the
system. The test model is basically a collection of
state diagrams and transitions and it represents the
possible usage of the system and also helps to
improve the business value for customer as well as
the vendor [8]. MaTeLo tool accepts two kinds of
input information: scenarios and usage patterns.
These inputs are presented as MSCs or UML
sequence diagrams, which specify the user
interactions with the system. Users can use the tool to
translate them into a state chart. Or users can directly
specify the usage of system as state charts, and feed
into MaTeLo [9]. All of these models describe the
usage of the software
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When the state chart has been derived,
probabilities in the transitions between states are
either automatically calculated using a pre-defined
distribution or they can be specified by the user [9].
This is carried out in the Markov Usage Editor (MU).
In the MU, one or several usage profiles can be used.
This is valuable since different intended users will
utilize the software differently.
The state, condition, asynchronous and the
transitions can be added in the graph by using the
button available in tool bar of MaTelo- Usage Model
Editor [10]. For state properties addition use the
button in the tool bar to enter in selection mode. It is
possible to create two different types of states
 A normal state
 A macro state which calls sub-chains
To add a properties on transitions there are four type
of parameter available on transition: Input, Manual
Expected Result (MER), Automatic Expected Result
(AER) or Function.
The edition window of transition properties include 5
tabs
 The “main” tab allows defining the usage
frequency, input, AER, MER and transferring
function.
 The “Condition” tab is active only on
conditionals transitions and permit to define the
going by condition of this transition.
 The “context” tab allows defining one or several
functions to update the context.
 The “TestStand Functions” tab allows defining
the functions which are used with TestStand.
 The “Requirement” tab allows adding some
requirement for the current transition.

Fig 3: Overview of the logical component in the
MaTeLo tool
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Fig 4: A screen shot of the usage Model editor
When the usage models have been designed,
the tool checks whether the model has been correctly
designed and then it converts the usage models into
test cases [12]. The test language used is TTCN-3. In
Figure 5 a screen shot of the test interface of MaTeLo
is shown.
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Fig 5: A screen shot of test suite generator
To generate the test suite you have to select
the test suite generation tab, there are five algorithms
available for test suite generation User-oriented
generation, User-oriented generation (limit), Most
probable generation, Minimum generation, Tagged
path [11]. If the generation is ok then the generation
report will be generated
After the test cases have been derived, they
are run on the system under test and the outcome is
analyzed. Several important metrics are automatically
calculated in the tool, for example, the reliability of
the system and the coverage of the usage models [12].
This provides useful information to the testers of
whether the software is good-enough to be released.
The output of the testing also shows what failures
have been detected. The reliability calculation is
based on theory of Markov models.
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Another main benefit of MaTeLo is the automatic
calculation of quality metrics, such as reliability and
coverage of the usage models [10]. This provides
valuable input to the testers, so they know when to
stop testing. The reliability value can be decided
beforehand; then the tool will provide answers of
whether it is necessary to continue testing or not.
The main benefits of MaTeLo are
• Tests software from the users’ point of view by
using different usage profiles.
• Automatically converts usage models into test
cases.
• Calculates important metrics (for example,
reliability) that can be used as stopping criterion
of the testing.

VI. CONCLUSION

Fig 6: A screen shot of convertor
The objective of this functionality is to
convert the test files generated by MaTeLo to any test
format. The conversion is done with a style
sheet XSLT. The XSLT processor used is XALAN
2.7.1 (this library is integrated to the convertor), this
property allows for writing a test file directly from
the style sheet. Apart from this convertor is also used
to convert the version of model.

V. IMPORTANCE OF MaTeLo TOOL
The main objective of MaTeLo is to utilize
SUT to derive test cases from usage models. Hence,
this means that the testers will develop a model of the
usage of the software [10]. Since different users will
use the software in different ways, several usage
profiles can be developed. For example, the usage
profiles can be divided into novice users and
experienced users. Since the usage of the software
will differ
Another benefit of MaTeLo is that if someone is
more familiar with Message Sequence Charts (MSC)
or UML sequence diagrams, the user can specify the
basic input to the tool in these notations [11]. After
the communication between the user and the software
under test has been specified, MaTeLo automatically
converts the input to a state chart. Then the user can
provide probabilities to the transitions in the chart, or
even this can be made automatically by using a
certain distribution.
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This paper discusses a review of modelbased software testing and MaTeLo tools as a
tutorial. It presents the basic concepts, workflow,
objectives, importance and benefits in model-based
testing. Model-based testing involves the following
major activities: building the model, defining test
selection criteria and transforming them into
operational test case specifications, generating tests,
conceiving, setting up the adaptor component and
finally executing the tests on the SUT. MaTelo is
based on statistical usage testing. At the front-end of
the tool, testers provide the tool with models the
intended usage of the software. This means the most
critical failures will be detected, since the test cases
cover the usage and not the technical specification.
The output of the tool is test cases, which can be run
on the system under test. Furthermore, the tool also
provides testers and managers with important quality
metrics such as reliability of the system and coverage
of the user model.
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